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I want to use this opportunity by extending my profound gratitude,
by thanking the organizers of this program. You guys had really created
mark in our lives. We hope and pray that u will continue the good work,
by building the capacity of youth in our beloved country Mama Salone.
#Thank u iDT Labs
#Thank u samskip
#Thank u Aurora Foundation.
---------It was indeed a herculean journey, but, it was worthy. I was not expecting
such a surprised package. But, anyhow, I must first of all thank God
Almighty for giving me such a grace to be part of this hip hop history
making program. My felicitations go to IDT Labs, Aurora Foundation and
Samskip for staging such an excellent training in which all of us learnt
new skills in dealing with computers. Thank you very much for opening
your hands to all of us devoid of our backgrounds. May God Almighty
bless u all.
LONG LIVE IDT LABS!
LONG LIVE AURORA FOUNDATION!
LONG LIVE SAMSKIP!
THANK YOU!
MERCI BUKU!
XIE XIE!
Fayia Moseray Jr., Student, University of Sierra Leone
------------It almost like a dream, the time I needed computer the most I got it for
free with accurate training. There's no way one can over emphasise the

	
  

importance of being part of this laudable training from IDT labs, Aurora
foundation, Samskip and all the implementing partners. I am impressed
by the selection process, I saw the information in our WhatsApp group
and followed the instructions, I didn't lobby, in fact, I don't know any of
the organizers. From my conversation with others I will certainly say the
story are almost the same, no favouritism, no familiarity, rather merit is
the basis for selection, no wonder the whole program is a success. To
the organizers of this program, I must confess you have gained my trust
and raised my hope for a better tomorrow. To all proud beneficiaries, I
implore you to continue practicing so that your today will be better than
your tomorrow. Make the best out of this opportunity. It was a wonderful
experience meeting old friends and making wonderful new friends. have
a blessed weekend.
Love you all guys.

--------------- IDT Labs, Aurora foundation Samskip and all other partners u have really
left an indelible mark in my life. I will forever be grateful to all u guys for
not only given me the opportunity to increase my ICT knowledge, but
also to believe again that the future is a bright one for us all.	
  

